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Background: Errors in breast cancer grading and predictive testing are clinically important and can be difficult to detect
in routine practice. A quality metric able to identify a subset of breast cancer cases which are high yield on quality re-
view would be of practical clinical benefit.
Methods: Data analytic techniques were used to generate consensus tumor signature centers from a dataset over 500
breast cancer cases from a single practice. Cases were assigned a novel metric, Nearest Cluster Distance, corresponding
to their distances from the nearest tumor signature center. The subset of tumors exceeding a cutoff for this metric were
flagged, and then reviewed and rescored in a blinded fashion together with matched controls. A simplified version of
this metric was created using universally accessible methods.
Results: Flagged cases showed statistically significant movement toward consensus tumor signature centers compared
with controls, consistent with identification of cases which could benefit from review and possible rescoring. The sim-
plified metric performs identically.
Conclusion: This method can be readily applied in routine practice and is promising as a real time quality check for
breast cancer diagnosis and reporting.
Background

Breast cancer treatment and risk assessment are critically dependent on
accurate diagnosis and reproducible assessment of histologic parameters
(grade) and results of predictive testing (ER/PR/Her2Neu). These multiple
parameters are not independent, but rather constrained by certain allowed
combinations, corresponding to the known subgroups of breast cancer.
Though these groups were defined in part by cluster analysis of gene ex-
pression data,1 subsequent work has shown that unsupervised clustering
of histologic and immunohistochemical data can generate clinically valid
groupings.2,3 In this approach, the combination of seven parameters
(three grade elements, lobular vs. ductal differentiation, ER, PR, and Her2
status) locates each breast cancer case within seven-dimensional space,
and the known subgroups (such as luminal-A or triple-negative breast can-
cer) exist as clusters of cases occupying constrained regions in this space.
Cases located outside of these clusters should be rare and viewed as suspect,
indicative of either an error in one or more parameters, or a highly unusual
tumor.

Historically, high levels of such errors were reflected in frequent discor-
dance between labs4,5 and widely publicized population-level failures.6

These prompted sweeping changes in predictive testing, including
ier Inc. on behalf of Association for
).
proficiency testing and standardization in testing and reporting, with
marked improvement in quality and patient care.7–11 In spite of these im-
provements, challenges remain, especially at the level of individual, rather
than systemic, errors in testing. In a recent study of ER+/Her2- breast can-
cers originally tested in the UK from 2012 to 2014, Pinder et al found a high
(>95%) concordance of results compared with central review.12 However,
even after excluding all cases where explanations other than outright error
could be found (such as tumor heterogeneity or borderline/low level
expression/amplification), 1.6% of reviewed tumors showed major dis-
crepancies. A similar population of purported ER+ patients reclassified as
ER- on central review showed poor disease-free survival in a separate
study.13 For perspective, this 1.6% rate applied to projected new breast can-
cer diagnoses would correspond to more than 4500 US patients in 2021
with major predictive testing errors.14

Simple quality metrics have been widely adopted which leverage the
clustered nature of correctly assessed grade and predictive testing results.
Examples includeASCO/CAP recommendations for repeat testing in certain
scenarios (low histologic grade with weak or absent estrogen receptor ex-
pression, and Her2 overexpression with low nuclear grade) and CAP ac-
creditation standards requiring surveillance for an appropriately low
proportion of "low-positive" estrogen expressing tumors.15 These guidelines
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essentially propose reconsideration of cases which are located in suspect re-
gions of space; however, such guidelines generally include a limited num-
ber of parameters, because of the difficulty in visualizing and
implementing more complex rules involving higher dimensional space.
Looking for errors in certain regions of space because they are easy to visu-
alize or evaluate is analogous to looking for lost items under a lamppost be-
cause that is where the light is.

A qualitymetric that readily identifies additional cases that exist outside
of the "appropriate" regions of seven-dimensional might prove useful in
identifying or preventing errors. The author hypothesized that a breast can-
cer dataset could be scaled and clustered in a manner which might provide
the basis for identifying clinically important errors. A simple metric ex-
pressing the distance of any given case from the nearest of those cluster cen-
ters would highlight cases located in suspect regions of space. Such cases
might benefit from reexamination or quality review.

Methods

Case Population and Construction of Dataset

All breast cancer specimens from a single practice (Suncoast Pathology;
Venice, FL) from August 2016 through May 2020 for which results for ER,
PR, Her2, and histologic gradingwere available on the same specimenwere
retrieved (548 cases). Tumors were graded throughout this period accord-
ing to the Nottingham method.16 Initial evaluation of ER/PR/Her2 status
was performed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) [Neogenomics (Fort
Myers, FL and Aliso Viejo, CA), ER clone 6F11, PR clone PgR1294, and
Her2 clone 4B5]. All stains were interpreted by experienced pathologists
in this hospital-based community practice, scored digitally (Indica Labs
and Definiens platforms, Neogenomics), and reported according to ASCO-
CAP guidelines. Her2 in-situ hybridization was performed on IHC 2+,
grade 1 Her2 3+, and grade 3 Her2 0-1+ cases.

Identifying case numbers were removed and the cases given unique
identifiers. The correlation of unique identifiers and original case numbers
was maintained by an honest broker and was inaccessible to the study pa-
thologist. The study design was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Lutheran Hospital, Fort Wayne, IN. The Nottingham scores were
coded as individual nuclear, tubule, and mitotic rate scores 1‑3 each. ER
and PR expression were expressed on a 0‑300 scale (% of cells positive
times strength). Her2 status was coded as positive for cases with 3+ IHC
scores or 2+ IHC scores with amplified FISH results, and negative for all
others. Lobular carcinoma status was coded as positive for conventional
lobular carcinoma, and negative for both pleomorphic lobular and mixed
ductal and lobular differentiation tumors.

Scaling and Clustering of Dataset

The data were then scaled as follows: Nottingham grade components
each divided by 3, ER divided by 100, PR divided by 200, HER2+ as 3,
and lobular carcinoma as 2. These scalings were chosen to conform to the
perceived likelihood and importance of potential errors. ER and Her2
were felt to be much more often critical than PR or lobular differentiation
status, and so received heavier weightings. Combined histologic grade
(rather than each of the three components) was set equal in scaling and im-
portance to ER or Her2 status. Similarly, Her2 was made discrete rather
than continuous based on the judgement that 2+ Her2 results would be
overwhelmingly accurately classified by reflex in-situ testing, and therefore
were unlikely to represent clinical false-positive or false-negative results.
This scaled dataset consisting of 548 cases was then subjected to unsuper-
vised k-means clustering with 8 cluster centers [R version 4.0.1, The R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, kmeans functionwith 100 initial con-
figurations sampled (nstart=100)]. The number of cluster centers chosen
was the smallest number of cluster centers which resulted in clusters
which were uniform for Her2 and lobular status. This was implemented
so that the clusters were "human readable" in the sense that they made
2

sense to a practicing pathologist and roughly corresponded to knownbreast
cancer subtypes.

Post-clustering Calculation of Nearest Cluster Distances-Euclidean (NCD-E’s)

The Her2+ lobular group was removed due to its small size. A signifi-
cant number of these cases were familiar to the study pathologist, as they
were from a single patient with multiple biopsies of multifocal disease
with testing requested on all.

For each case, its Euclidean distance to each of the seven cluster centers
was calculated using the seven parameter values of the case and the consen-

sus center by the formula ∑7
n¼1 Case valuen−Consensus valuenð Þ2

� �1=2
. The

minimum of these values was recorded as the case’s nearest cluster
distance-Euclidean (NCD-E) and the case assigned to that cluster. The distri-
bution of distances was visually inspected, and a cutoff of≥0.7 was desig-
nated for selection of cases for further analysis.

Contributors to Distance from Center

For the cases with NCD-E’s ≥0.7, the Manhattan distance to the desig-
nated cluster center (nearest cluster distance-Manhattan (NCD-M)) was cal-
culated by the formula∑7

n¼1 Case valuen−Consensus valuenj j. For each case,
the proportion of this distance accounted for by grading parameters
(grade_proportion) was calculated [(distance_from_nuclear_grade_center +
distance_from_tubule_formation_center+distance_from_mitotic_rate_center)/
total_manhattan_distance]. As all lobular+ and Her2+ cases clustered to-
gether and these parameters are binary, the contribution of the hormone
receptor scores (receptor_proportion) is equivalent to (1 - grade_proportion).

Blinded Rescoring

For each flagged case, a matching control case was selected at random
from cases assigned to the same cluster. All cases where all diagnostic slides
were available in our files (32 flagged, 33 controls) were retrieved by the
honest broker and rescored by the study pathologist blinded to both origi-
nal diagnosis and identity of cases as flagged or control cases. Grading
was done as originally. Rescoring of ER/PR/Her2wasmanual. Hormone re-
ceptors were scored by visual estimation of total percent of cells positive
and predominant strength (1–3+) among those cells, with the hormone re-
ceptor level the product of those numbers (0–300). Her2was scored prelim-
inarily as definite negative (0–1+) or possible positive (2–3+). Possible
positives were assigned a final rescoring classification based on prior com-
puter assisted scoring or FISH testing results, accessed by the study honest
broker.

These rescored results were then used to calculate post-rescoring NCD-E
values. Movement of cases toward nearest cluster center was calculated as
(NCD-Eoriginal–NCD-Erescored), resulting in a positive number if a case is
closer to the nearest cluster center after rescoring and negative if further
away. Movement was compared for flagged and control populations with
the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Algorithm for Determining Modified Cluster Assignments and Calculating
Modified Cluster Center Locations

The dataset was divided randomly into equal-sized training and test
sets. An algorithm using cutoffs for ER, PR, Her2 status, and lobular status
was developed by trial and error on the training set, with the goal of max-
imizing the number of cases classified identically to the original cluster clas-
sification. This algorithm was then applied to the test set and these results
also compared to the original classifications. For each modified cluster of
cases defined as above, the mean was calculated for each of the seven pa-
rameters and this combination of values designated the modified cluster
center location for that cluster. The Euclidean distance from the original
cluster center to the modified one was calculated for each cluster as



Table 1
The eight calculated clusters, their consensus parameter values, and the proportion of cases assigned to each. Note: cluster center values rescaled for readability.

Cluster name/ Tumor type Number of cases Percent of cases Nuclear score Tubule score Mitotic rate score ER level PR level Her2 status (Pos=3) Lobular status (Pos=2)

Luminal A 195 36% 2.0 2.3 1.1 295 268 0.0 0.0
Luminal B 130 24% 2.0 2.3 1.2 289 34 0.0 0.0
Lobular "A" 41 7% 1.5 3.0 1.0 286 234 0.0 2.0
Lobular "B" 45 8% 1.5 3.0 1.0 279 28 0.0 2.0
Her2+ 33 6% 2.9 2.9 1.6 8 0 3.0 0.0
Luminal Her2+ 42 8% 2.5 2.8 1.2 286 82 3.0 0.0
TNBC 54 10% 2.9 2.8 2.0 11 0 0.0 0.0
Her2+lobular 8 1% 1.1 2.9 1.0 267 124 3.0 2.0
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above. This entire process was performed in Excel, and a template spread-
sheet with all required steps and calculation fields is available on request.

Calculation of Modified NCD-E’s

The NCD-Emodified was calculated in Excel for each case in the entire
dataset using the modified cluster centers. The sensitivity and specificity
of an NCD-Emodified cutoff of ≥0.7 for identifying the previously flagged
cases was determined.

Results

Characterization and Distribution of Clusters Assigned

This clustering method yielded clusters which classified all Her2+ and
all lobular cases together as designed. The cluster center locations and their
frequencies within this dataset are summarized in Table 1. For the original
diagnoses, scaling and clustering appears appropriate, with the largemajor-
ity of the variance within the final dataset accounted for by between cluster
distance as opposed to within cluster distance (total between cluster sum of
squares = 1649 out of total sum of squares = 1760).

The tumor type labels in Column 1 are descriptive labels for pur-
poses of discussion - some correspond to traditional classification of
breast cancers (i.e., Her2+ and TNBC), while others do not. Note that
this clustering method assigns cluster centers in a way that is outlier
sensitive, so the cluster centers are shifted slightly from the levels
shown by the large majority of cases within that cluster. For example,
the TNBC cluster shows low level ER expression, though the large ma-
jority of cases in this cluster are completely negative for ER. These out-
liers were not removed, as no trivial method for k-means clustering that
de-emphasizes outliers is available.
Figure 1. Distribution of NCD-E’s, complete dataset. Mean=0.40, median=0.38,
SD=0.21, and IQR=0.21
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Distribution of NCD-E’s

The distribution of NCD-E’s for the complete dataset is shown in Fig. 1.
The large majority of cases (94%) are tightly clustered around the median,
consistent with highly accurate grading and scoring of these cases. The dis-
tribution shows a shoulder and long positive tail, with 35 cases having
NCD-E’s greater than or equal to 0.7, and 23 of these ranging from 0.83
to 2.0. Each of the seven clusters is represented by at least 1 case among
these 35.

The distribution is bimodal and shifted from zero, as are the distribu-
tions for cases within the individual clusters (data not shown). This is ex-
pected, based on the binary nature of the parameters, combined with the
presence within each cluster of multiple parameter value cases. That is,
no case has a tubule score of 2.3, and therefore all cases will be a non-
zero distance from that cluster center.
Parameter Contributions to NCD

The Manhattan distances to cluster centers (NCD-M’s) were calcu-
lated for each of these cases. Manhattan distances will be greater than
or equal to Euclidean distances, by an amount based on the number of
different parameters contributing to distance. The 35 cases selected
show a range of NCD-E’s of 0.7‑2.0 and the corresponding NCD-M’s
range from 1.0 to 2.6.

The NCD-M’s are the sum of the contributions from each of the five
components: each of the three Nottingham scores, and the two hormone re-
ceptor scores. Each of these five was the main contributor to distance in at
least one case. Because all clusters are uniform for Her2 and lobular status
(all positive or negative for each), neither of these parameters can contrib-
ute to NCD. The distribution of proportion of distance contributed by grade
Figure 2. Proportion of NCD-M accounted for by grade parameters (1 – hormone
receptor proportion), 35 flagged cases.



Table 2
Modified cluster centers summary: inclusion criteria and distance of modified clus-
ter centers from original data analytic derived centers.

Cluster name/
Tumor type

Inclusion criteria Distance to original
cluster

ER
level

PR
level

Her2
status

Lobular
status

Luminal A >100 ≥160 Negative Negative 0.03
Luminal B >100 <160 Negative Negative 0.03
Lobular "A" >100 >140 Negative Positive 0.01
Lobular "B" >100 ≤140 Negative Positive 0.05
Her2+ <100 NA Positive Negative 0.03

Luminal Her2+ >100 NA Positive Negative 0.00
TNBC <100 <100 Negative Negative 0.03
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parameters is shown in Fig. 2. Grade was the predominant contributor in 9
(of 35) cases; hormone receptor scores were the main contributor in the re-
maining 26 cases.

Results of Rescoring

The distributions of movement toward nearest cluster on rescoring for
test and control groups is shown in Fig. 3. Test cases showed a significantly
higher median movement toward nearest cluster (p < 10–5 by Wilcoxon
rank sum test). Control cases showed median and mean movement of
close to zero (–0.03 and –0.08, respectively).

Modified Cluster Assignments

The manually generated algorithm criteria for modified cluster assign-
ments are shown in Table 2. In the training set, this algorithm assigned
268 of 270 cases to the same cluster as the original analysis. In the test
set, 269 of 270 cases received the same assignment as originally. All three
Figure 3.Movement of cases toward nearest cluster on blinded review.
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cases which failed to classify as originally showed original NCD-E's greater
than 1. The distances from original tomodified cluster centers is also shown
in Table 2.

Using the cutoff of ≥0.7, the identical 35 cases flagged with NCD-
Emodified as had been previously identified using NCD-Eoriginal. The correla-
tion of NCD-Emodified and NCD-Eoriginal for these cases is shown in Fig. 4.

Discussion

Nearest Cluster Distance (NCD) shows promise as a quality metric for
breast cancer diagnosis and prognostic testing. Unsupervised clustering of
a scaled dataset populated by breast cancer cases in a community practice
generated cluster centers consistent with the biology of breast cancer sub-
types. Most cases were located close to one of these clusters, with review
showing very little change from initial parameters. In contrast, rescoring
of the small subset (6%) of cases located in the shoulder or long tail of the
NCD distribution resulted in significantly lower NCD's – i.e., moved them
closer to a cluster center on review. The decrease in NCDwas highly signif-
icant compared to controls. This outcome strongly suggests that imple-
menting a metric of this kind has the potential to flag cases for review in
real time, potentially preventing misclassifications.

This study also validates a modified version of this metric which can
be implemented in virtually any practice setting. While NCD was devel-
oped with data analytic tools, specifically k-means clustering, these
tools are not in broad use. Therefore, the modified approach was devel-
oped to generate the centers needed in virtually any spreadsheet appli-
cation. With practice specific cluster centers in hand, this approach is
trivial to implement in routine practice. Figure 5 shows a simple
Figure 4.Correlation of NCD-E’s (original versusmodified) for the 35 flagged cases.



Figure 5. Screenshot of a screening tool for implementing this approach. Excel file available on request.
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spreadsheet interface for screening single or multiple cases. Entry of the
seven parameters in the case list automatically calculates the NCD-E and
highlights any values of the metric above a selected cutoff. This process
could also be automated, e.g. within APLIS systems, with real-time deci-
sion-support provided on parameters extracted from structured data
such a cancer reporting protocols.

Each of the seven tumor types showed at least one flagged case, and the
distances of these cases from nearest center were distributed broadly across
all three histologic parameters and both hormone receptors. This is a partic-
ular strength of this approach - that it has the ability to identify many differ-
ent types of errors which may be present in a case or series of cases. It
should be noted that not all potential errors are highlighted equally with
this approach; an isolated error that moves a case near to an incorrect clus-
ter center will be invisible to this metric.

There are strengths and weaknesses of this study. The number of
cases included is large enough to support successful clustering, though
Her2+ cases (14%) and TNBC cases (10%) are relatively underrepre-
sented due to the patient population served in our practice. Diagnosis
and predictive testing were uniformly performed by a small number of
pathologists (three), and second review of diagnosis and grading was
done for the large majority of the cases. The primary weakness of this
study is its retrospective blinded design. While the findings strongly
suggest that the subpopulation identified by this approach may have
benefited from reexamination, the exact changes from original to re-
view diagnosis cannot be determined for any individual case. Therefore,
the clinical importance of these changes cannot be assessed. Assessment
of a non-blinded dataset might allow refinement of this metric to maxi-
mize sensitivity and specificity for the most clinically important find-
ings. In addition, because only previously generated predictive testing
slides were reviewed, this study only evaluates post-analytic (interpre-
tive) performance.
5

The utility of this approach needs to be validated in independent
datasets. A non-blinded study would allow recalculation of the cluster cen-
ters by excluding data pointswhich on reviewwere judged to be inaccurate.
This adjustment might serve tomore reliably highlightmeaningful outliers.
In addition, refinement of the metric itself, including exploration of differ-
ent distance metrics, might improve sensitivity and specificity. NCD as im-
plemented in the present study might prove useful in a wide variety of
clinical practice settings.
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